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Let A be an (n, /c) binary group code, and for each member a of 
A let w(a) denote the (Hamming)  weight of a (Slepian, 1956). The 
purpose of this note is to derive a formula for the mean square weight 
2-~}-~, w2(a) which reduces to n (n  q- 1) /4  for codes satisfying a cm%ain 
natural requirement of efficiency. The result is due to Assmus and 
Mattson (1961) but the proof presented here appears to be of inde- 
pendent interest. I ts interest lies part ly in the possibility it suggests 
of determining explicitly the moments of the weight for certain classes 
of codes. For if one knows these moments for a code, call them s~, and 
the code is closed under complementation (it is only a slight complics.- 
t ion if it is not),  then the minimum weight of the nonzero members 
of the code is n - lim~-,~(s~ -- n*) 1/~. 
For two indices i and j  (1 < i, j < n) we write i ~ j if at = aj for 
all a in A, i.e., if the ith and j th  components are the same in each code 
vector. This relation partit ions the index set {1, - - . ,  n} as follows into 
subsets No ,  N1 ,  • •.,  N~ . Let No = {i: a~ = 0 for all a in A I and define 
the remaining subsets inductively as follows. Suppose for some j,  j = 
0, 1, - . . ,  N ;  has been defined and that  Ncu - "  uN~ does not contain 
all the indices 1, - - . ,  n, as is, for example, the case with j = 0 assuming 
that /c  > 0. Then let is be the smallest index that  has not yet appeared 
and let N~+I = {i:i ,-~ i0}; let s = j d- 1 if N0u • - • uNj+~ = 11, • •., n}. 
Let m~ denote the number of elements of N~ . Then m0 > 0, m~ > 0 
for i = 1, - . . , s ,  and m0 d- " '"  d-m~ = n. Define a function X~ on 
A with values 4-1 by X~(a) = ( -1 )  ~a where j is any index in N , ,  
for i = 1, . • • s and take Xo = 1. Clearly the X~ are distinct functions 
and each is a character of the group A, since X~(a -4- b) = X~(a)X,(b).  
Let X ,+I ,  . . - ,  X>_~ be the remaining characters, and let X denote 
the character group of A. I f  f is any real-valued function on A, its Fourier 
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transform is the real-valued function ~ defined on X as follows: f(X~) = 
2-~/2~-]~eaf(a)X~(a) .  Similarly, if g is a real-valued function on X, 
the function ~ on A is defined by 
~(a) = 2 -~2 ~ g(X,)X~(a). 
X,CX 
I t  is not difficult to verify the following facts (Loomis, 1953): 
f = f, g -- g. (1) 
~2 Z ~fe(a)  ~ f ( , ) .  (2) 
aEA X i6X  
Now define the function g on X by:  
= 2 (k-e)/2 2 k 1 g(Xo) = 2(~-2)t2(n -- mo), g(X~) -- m~, i = 1 , . . . ,  -- 
with m~ = 0 for i > s. Then 
2k--1 [ ~ ] /  
~(a) = 2 -~/2 ~ g(X~)X , (a )  = (n  -- mo) -- m¢X, (a )  2 
= ( (n  -- mo) -- ( (n  -- mo -- w(a) )  -- w(a) ) ) /2  
by definition of X~ 
= w(a) .  
Hence, by (1), g = ~, and by (2), 
= g (X¢) (n - m0)2+ m, 2 
i=I  
THEOREM. The mean square weight of A is [(n -- m0) 2 + ~-]~=1 m,2)]/4. 
COROTJ.ARV OF TUE PROOF (Slepian, 1956, proposition 6). The mean 
weight of A is (n  - mo)/2.  
PROOF : 
w(a)  ~ w(a)Zo(a)  2~/2~(X0) k/2 = = = 2 g(Xo) = 2k-~(n -- mo). 
aEA aE A 
In  the interest of efficiency one would normally require of a code A 
that  it have the following two properties: 
For each i = 1, . - . ,n ,  a~ ~ 0 for some a E A. (3) 
I l l  _-< i < j _ -< n ,a~ a j fo rsomea C A. (4) 
In  the foregoing notation, these properties become m0 = 0 and 
ml . . . . .  m~ = 1 (or more concisely, s = n). 
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COROLLARY. Let A be an (n, /:) group code with properties (3) and 
(4). Then the mean square weight of A is n(n + 1)/4. 
Among many others, the corollary applies to cyclic codes providing 
only that  n is the (least) period of the code. For if A is cyclic and 
a~0 = a~l for all a in A then a~ = ai+t for all a in A and all j with t = 
il -- i0, so t is a mult iple of the period of A ; of course, for a nonzero 
cyclic code, m0 = 0. 
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